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1. An Adriana Hoyos table and chairs form the seating 
in this dining room, styled after the stone border in 
the flooring. The table is made of Seike wood from 
South America. 2. Imported from Italy, the Venice 
console by Claudio Bellini is constructed of preserved 
gondola posts from Venice. 3. A floor-to-ceiling stone 
fireplace separates the two living areas of this home; 
the larger side with expansive views to the pool and 
backyard. 4. The kitchen offers a balance of white 
custom cabinetry, warm wood floors and marble 
countertops. An extended island provides the perfect 
backdrop for Cherner barstools.
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Dream creative project?
Modern in style with furniture, lighting 
and flooring that we custom design to 
make the home an original. Utilize local 
artisans to craft custom pieces with 
meaningful stories.

Your greatest success? 
Professionally, finding a lifelong career 
where I can contribute and share with 
others, while doing what I enjoy. 
Personally, having an active family of 
five that values and loves each other.

What’s next for the firm?
We are currently working on a furniture 
line. The prototypes are in production 
and will be available soon. Sharing our 
passion for beauty and creativity is 
constantly expanding.

Interior designer Robin Stevens began her career working for a leading hospitality design firm in Dallas. 
With 10-plus years of experience behind her, she shifted focus from hotels to homes, establishing 
herself in the residential arena with interiors that, she says, emanate engaging luxury. “R. Stevens 
Interiors is best known for creating interiors that suit our clients’ families and lifestyles. Discerning 
clients appreciate the authenticity of their experience because it is exactly that … an authentic 
experience. We work until every detail is in place to deliver an exceptional result.” With clients ranging 
from busy professionals to growing families, Stevens and her team begin every project by listening—to 
what the client has to say, how they want to feel and what they want their lifestyle to be. “Listening may 
not sound creative, but when you really listen, there are key words that are repeated and emphasized, 
and those words become the foundation of our creative process,” she says. Next comes the client 
presentation, the best part according to Stevens because, “you get to unfold and share the visual story 
of the new space with renderings, finish samples, plans and so much more.” When speaking to her 
firm’s adept ability to work in different places and aesthetics, Stevens credits her hospitality experience, 
where no style was off limits. “This experience informed how scale, function, texture, detail, lighting and 
color play an integral role, regardless of style,” she says. With five years in residential design behind her, 
Stevens and her team have found success with a lengthy list of repeat clients who want to share their 
design journey with those they care about.

Gravitate toward the 
original in design and life. 
Originality and integ-
rity are what people want. 
Your home should set you 
apart from others and  
reflect what you enjoy.
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